English
Fiction: A range of pirate tales

Science

Non-fiction: Information about pirate life and parrots

Investigations:

Objectives we will focus on
Using simple narrative features
Using simple language features of non-fiction

Which material would be most

suitable for clothing? Which material would keep

Using verb tenses accurately

pirates dry in stormy weather?

Beginning to use question marks

Name and sort different materials according to

Writing so that other people can understand the meaning of our
sentences.

their properties.

Mathematics
Continuing skills



Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning
with 0 or 1, or from any given number



Count to 100; given a number, identify one more and one
less



Art & Design Technology

facts within 20

Year 1

Make a pirate pouch using a running stitch.



Topic

different materials. Charcoal portraits

Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving
addition (+), subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs.

Term 3 2019

Create a collage of a pirate’s galleon using

Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction

New skills to be taught



Addition and subtraction with 20. Looking at a range of different
methods to solve addition and subtraction problems ( Weeks 1-4)

RE



Ahoy, me hearties!

Understanding place value to 50 and learning the multiples of 2, 5 and
10 ( Weeks 5-6)

What are Christians and what are their main
beliefs?
PSHE
How we feel when we have a bad day
and how to cope with our emotions.

Music
Following a conductor to create musical waves
using percussion instruments.
Taking it in turns to be the conductor.

PE

Thinking about what is fair or unfair in
everyday life and how we can be fair to

Dance – Pirate movement: On the rolling sea and On Pirate Island

others.

Games- using the terms opponent and team mate. Practise catching

How to look after money and how money

and kicking skills, develop simple tactics

can be important.

Interpreting sounds and exploring instruments.

History
Discuss pirate objects using artefacts, pictures, stories, online sources and
databases and order on a time line.

Computing
Internet Safety week
Recording sound effects

Learn about the lives of famous pirates.

Geography
Create a map to show buried treasure in the
woods.
Learn about the travels of famous pirates.

Notes
Please leave PE bags in school for the whole term and send Book Bags into school
every day. Please see Miss Frontczak or Mrs Rowen if you have any questions.

French
Comment t’appelles tu?
Quel age as tu?
Colours

